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 ABSTRACT 
 
           Over the last decade, membranes prepared using block copolymer self-
assembly and non-solvent induced phase separation (SNIPS) process have become 
increasingly desirable candidates for water purification and protein separation 
applications due to their excellent permselectivity. However, biofouling is a major 
problem encountered in the filtration process as it may lead to a reduction in effective 
pore size, pore blockage and formation of a biofilm on the membrane surface. Thus, 
there is a pressing need to design new systems that incorporate an anti-fouling 
property while retaining the high performance capabilities of SNIPS membranes. 
Poly(ethylene oxide) (PEO) is a promising candidate to reduce membrane fouling due 
to its hydrophilic nature. To date it has remained challenging to extend the SNIPS 
process to new polymers with PEO end block, including poly(isoprene-b-styrene-b-
ethylene oxide) (ISO), which involves optimizing a multitude of parameters to obtain 
desired membrane structure and performance. 
            To overcome this impediment, two chemically distinct triblock terpolymers, 
poly(isoprene-b-styrene-b-(4-vinyl) pyridine) (ISV) and ISO were blended in the dope 
solution in order to fabricate membranes using the SNIPS process. The weight ratio of 
ISV to ISO in the blended solutions was varied. Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM) 
images of both the pure ISV and blended membranes reveal a mesoporous skin layer 
atop a macroporous substructure. The asymmetric membranes from 9:1 and 7:3 blends 
retained their pH-responsive permeability behavior characteristic to pure ISV 
membranes. Additionally, about a three-fold decrease in protein adsorption was 
observed in 5:5 blended membranes compared to pure ISV, likely due to the 
antifouling property of PEO. Thus, the blended membranes exhibit properties 
characteristic of the chemistries present in both the parent block copolymers. This 
study corroborates the ability and ease of the SNIPS process combined with a facile 
“mix and match” approach to access and tailor unique chemical functionalities in a 
single membrane opening doors to previously challenging property combinations. 
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CHAPTER 1 
INTRODUCTION 
 
1.1 Abstract 
The work described in this thesis involves the fabrication, characterization and 
performance measurements of block copolymer membranes prepared using the self-
assembly and non-solvent induced phase separation (SNIPS) process. In a first part, an 
ineffective attempt is described to employ poly(isoprene-b-styrene-b-ethylene oxide) 
(ISO) triblock terpolymer in the fabrication of antifouling membranes. To overcome 
this hurdle, two chemically distinct triblock terpolymers, poly(isoprene-b-styrene-b-
(4-vinyl)pyridine) (ISV) and ISO are subsequently blended in the dope solution in 
order to fabricate pH-responsive and antifouling membranes using the SNIPS process.  
This chapter briefly introduces basic concepts of polymers, anionic polymerization 
procedure and block copolymer self-assembly. Furthermore, the phase inversion 
approach to asymmetric ultrafiltration (UF) membranes is introduced together with its 
combination with block copolymer self-assembly resulting in what is now called the 
SNIPS method for UF membrane fabrication. 
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1.2 Polymers 
Polymers are formed by linking together repeating units of a number of small 
molecules called monomers. A wide variety of polymers, also called macromolecules, 
are found naturally or can be synthetically prepared in the laboratory. For example, 
DNA and proteins are polymers extensively found in nature while synthetic plastics 
such as polystyrene are widely used in our daily lives.  
Polymers can be classified in numerous ways. Based on their skeletal structure, 
polymers can be classified as linear or non-linear. Linear polymers have only two 
defined chain ends. Non-linear polymers such as branched polymers have a number of 
side-chains attached to the main backbone chain. Other non-linear polymers exist, 
such as network polymers and cross-linked polymers. Depending on the monomeric 
unit that they are comprised of, polymers can be classified as either homopolymers or 
copolymers. Homopolymers and copolymers are polymers derived from a single 
monomeric species or from multiple monomeric species, respectively. Copolymers are 
further divided into various sub-categories such as statistical copolymers, alternating 
copolymers, block copolymers and graft copolymers. The most common method of 
classifying polymers in industry is into thermoplastics, elastomers and thermosetting 
plastics. Thermoplastics are linear or branched polymers that can be melt processed on 
application of heat into molds of various shapes that are retained on cooling to room 
temperature into the solid. Elastomers are crosslinked rubbery polymers that can be 
stretched easily by applying stress and can rapidly recover their original dimensions 
on removal of the applied stress. Thermosetting plastics or thermosets are generally 
rigid materials and unlike thermoplastics, they degrade rather than melt on application 
  3 
of heat.1 
Polymers are characterized by the total number of repeating units of monomers 
per chain of the polymer, called the degree of polymerization. Generally, synthetic 
polymers consist of macromolecular chains with a distribution of molar masses. The 
most widely used way of expressing polymer molar mass is by either the number 
average molar mass, 𝑀n, or the weight average molar mass, Mw, defined in equations 
1.2.1 and 1.2.2.2 
 
                                                       𝑀𝑛 =  ∑!!!!∑!!                                                    (1.2.1) 
 
                   𝑀𝑤 =  ∑!!!!!∑!!!!                                                    (1.2.2) 
 
 PDI = Mw  / 𝑀n                                                                                  (1.2.3) 
 
For a polydisperse polymer, the value of the polydispersity index, PDI, as described in 
equation (1.2.3) must be by definition greater than unity. Depending on the 
polymerization technique, PDI’s range from values close to 1 for living 
polymerizations to 10 for uncontrolled radical polymerizations. The closer this value 
is to 1.0, the narrower is the weight distribution of the polymer and the less 
polydisperse it is.  
            The process to chemically link monomers to form a polymer is called as 
polymerization. Depending on the underlying mechanism of polymerization, polymers 
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can be prepared either by step-growth polymerization or by chain-growth 
polymerization.2 In step-growth polymerizations any two species within the reactor 
can react with one another. At low conversions there is a very slow molar mass growth 
rate. Only at very high conversions (>95%) do polymers formed by step-growth 
polymerization reach moderately high molar mass. Representative reactions belonging 
to this class of polymerization are polyaddition and polycondensation reactions.1,3 
            In chain-growth polymerizations the polymer grows by addition of one 
monomer after the other with the reactive end-group of a growing polymeric chain. 
The reaction in this type of polymerization can be divided into three distinct stages: 
initiation, propagation and termination. Representative reactions belonging to this 
class of polymerization are free-radical polymerization and ionic polymerization. 
Free-radical polymerization is the most widely used method of chain-growth 
polymerization to produce polymers such as poly(ethylene), poly(styrene), poly(vinyl 
chloride), poly(vinyl acetate) and poly(methyl methacrylate). Representative reactions 
belonging to the class of ionic polymerization, also widely referred to as living 
polymerization, are cationic polymerization or anionic polymerization, depending on 
the charge of the active center at the growing chain end. Unlike radical 
polymerization, where the chain growth period is short relative to the overall reaction 
time, polymers grown using ionic polymerization maintain chain growth throughout 
the duration of the reaction (due to the “living” nature of these polymers), until 
external agents such as alcohols are used to terminate the reaction.1,3,4 
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1.3 Anionic Polymerization 
            The living nature of ionic polymerization enables high degree of control over 
molar mass and results in low polymer PDI. Furthermore, several blocks of monomers 
can be attached one after the other to form block copolymers. There are mainly two 
types of living ionic polymerization, namely cationic and anionic polymerization. 
Cationic/anionic polymerization is initiated by a cation/anion that further propagates 
on the growing polymeric chain end as a carbocation/carbanion.  
            Anionic polymerization can be initiated by organometallic initiators such as 
sec-butyl lithium, or via electron transfer initiation, e.g. by using sodium napthalide as 
the initiator.1,4 The degree of association of carbanion and its counter cation 
significantly affects the polymerization kinetics. Various reaction parameters such as 
the solvent, cation and temperature can lead to the ion pair to exist in the following 
different types: an associated cluster; a polarized, covalent bond; a contact ion pair; a 
solvent separated ion pair; and free ions.  
            In the absence of impurities and unless external reagents are added to terminate 
the reaction, such as alcohols, ideally no termination or chain transfer reaction 
mechanisms occur during anionic polymerization. Due to high initiation rate as 
compared to chain propagation rate, simultaneous and equal chain growth occurs with 
all polymer chains that stay active or “living” after consuming all available monomers 
in the system. These active chains then can act as macroinitiators for a chemically new 
monomer, such that block copolymers can be grown one block after another onto the 
same growing polymer. 
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Synthesis of poly(isoprene-b-styrene-b-(4-vinyl)pyridine):  
Poly(isoprene-b-styrene-b-(4-vinyl)pyridine) (ISV) triblock terpolymer is synthesized 
using a sequential anionic polymerization technique. Throughout the process 
involving living anions, strict exclusion of oxygen, water and other contaminants 
containing protons is maintained using high vacuum Schlenk lines to prevent polymer 
termination and minimize side reactions. Figure 1.1 depicts the reaction mechanism 
involved in the polymerization of ISV. Benzene is cleaned and distilled into a reactor 
flask to act as a solvent. Then, in a glove box sec-butyl lithium is added to the reactor 
using a syringe. Distilled isoprene is then added to this reactor and is allowed to 
polymerize overnight, following which an aliquot is terminated with degassed 
methanol for gel-permeation chromatography (GPC) analysis. Then, distilled styrene 
is added to the reactor and is polymerized overnight. Once again, a GPC sample is 
extracted from the IS diblock solution for analysis and diphenylethylene (DPE) is 
subsequently added to the reactor flask and allowed to react with IS for 30 minutes. 
The benzene in the flask is then exchanged with equal amounts of tetrahydrofuran 
(THF) by distillation using the Schlenk line. Then the reactor is cooled to -78 °C and 
freshly distilled (4-vinyl)pyridine is added. The polymerization is carried out for 1.5 
hours to form the triblock terpolymer, following which it is terminated using degassed 
methanol. The THF in the reactor flask is then removed and the final triblock 
terpolymer is dissolved in chloroform and precipitated into methanol. 
  7 
  
 
Figure 1.1. Anionic polymerization scheme of ISV triblock terpolymer. 
 
Synthesis of poly(isoprene-b-styrene-b-ethyleneoxide):  
Poly(isoprene-b-styrene-b-ethylene oxide) (ISO) triblock terpolymer is also 
synthesized using a sequential anionic polymerization technique as shown in Figure 
1.2. The technique used to synthesize the IS diblock is the same as that described 
earlier for the ISV synthesis. However, instead of reaction with DPE, the living IS 
polymer chain is end-functionalized with an addition of excess ethylene oxide and is 
then terminated with methanolic hydrochloric acid. Since the ethylene oxide cannot 
self-polymerize with lithium as the counter ion, only end capping occurs by one 
ethylene oxide monomer unit per chain to form hydroxyl end-capped IS. After the 
end-capping process, multiple washing steps of the polymer solution is carried out 
yx z
Li
N
yx z
N
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using sodium bicarbonate and deionized water. Thorough washing is required to flush 
out the lithium chloride formed during termination with methanolic hydrochloric acid. 
Following the removal of lithium chloride, a solvent exchange between benzene and 
THF is carried out and excess potassium chloride is added to the reactor. The hydroxyl 
end capped IS diblock copolymer is then reinitiated using potassium naphthalenide to 
form a potassium alkoxide chain end. This acts as a macroinitiator to polymerize 
ethylene oxide monomers using a ring opening polymerization mechanism. The 
ethylene oxide is allowed to polymerize for four days. After polymerization is 
complete, the reaction is once again terminated using methanolic hydrochloric acid. 
The THF in the reactor flask is then removed; the final triblock terpolymer is 
dissolved in chloroform and again washed several times to remove potassium chloride. 
Finally, the concentrated polymer solution in chloroform is precipitated out in 
methanol. 
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Figure 1.2. Anionic polymerization scheme of ISO triblock terpolymer. 
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1.4 Block Copolymer Self-Assembly 
            Block copolymers are macromolecules in which two or more homopolymer 
subunits are linked together by covalent bonds. Depending on the number of distinct 
blocks in such a macromolecule, they can be classified as diblock copolymers, triblock 
copolymers, triblock terpolymers, etc.  
            For a polymer mixture containing two polymers A and B, the mixing between 
the blocks can be described using change in the Gibbs free energy of mixing ∆𝐺!: 
                        ∆!! !!!𝑁 =  𝑓! ln 𝑓! +  𝑓! ln 𝑓! +  𝑓! 𝑓!  𝜒!" 𝑁                                (1.4.1)              
Where 𝑓! and 𝑓! are the volume fractions of polymers A and B in the mixture, N is the 
degree of polymerization, 𝜒!" is the Flory-Huggins interaction parameter 4,5 between 
A and B, 𝑘! is the Boltzmann constant and T is the temperature. Polymer mixing is 
favored if the value of ∆𝐺! is negative and polymer phase separation is favored if ∆𝐺! is positive. The value of 𝜒!" can be calculated using the Hansen solubility 
parameters 6 employing the following equation: 
           𝜒!" =  !!!!!  𝛿!" − 𝛿!" ! + 0.25 𝛿!" − 𝛿!" ! +  0.25 𝛿!! − 𝛿! !      (1.4.2) 
 
where 𝑉! is the molar volume, and 𝛿!" is the dispersive, 𝛿!" is the polar, and 𝛿!! is the 
hydrogen bonding contributions of polymer i to the Hansen solubility parameter. The 
phase separation of polymer mixtures is favored when  𝜒!" is positive and the value of  𝜒!" 𝑁 is sufficiently large.  
 Since the different polymer blocks are connected together by covalent bond, in block 
copolymers macrophase separation does not occur. To lower overall free energy by 
avoid unfavorable interactions, microphase separation between neighboring polymer 
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blocks occurs and leads to formation of periodic and ordered structures of self-
assembled blocks on the length scale of around 5-100 nm.7 During microphase 
separation, different morphologies can be formed depending on the values of ƒ and  𝜒 𝑁. For diblock copolymers, typical morphologies observed as a function of block 
volume fraction, ƒ, are close-packed spheres (CPS), spherical body-centered cubic 
micellar (S, Q229), hexagonal cylinder (H), gyroidal (G, Q230) or lamellar phases (L) as 
shown in Figure 1.3.8 
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Figure 1.3. Top: Typical block copolymer morphologies observed during self- 
assembly of an A- B diblock copolymer.  
Bottom: Equilibrium morphology diagram for a diblock copolymer as a function of 
ƒA exhibiting spherical body-centered cubic micellar (S, Q229), close-packed spheres 
(CPS), hexagonal cylinder (H), gyroidal (G, Q230) and lamellar phases (L). 8 
 
            For linear triblock terpolymer systems a larger variety of different self-
assembled morphologies is observed. For example, extensive studies on the linear 
ABC triblock terpolymer system poly(isoprene-b-styrene-b-ethyleneoxide) have been 
 
 6 
 
 
Figure 1.1 Schematics of a block copolymer and typical block copolymer 
morphologies (top) and theoretical phase diagram of an idealized diblock copolymer 
(bottom).6 
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previously conducted. 9,10 
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1.5 Non-Solvent Induced Phase Separation 
The most commonly used technique to fabricate synthetic polymer based 
asymmetric ultrafiltration (UF) membranes is called non-solvent induced phase 
separation (NIPS), also referred to as phase inversion. To make a flat sheet membrane 
using NIPS, a polymer solution comprised of the polymer in an appropriate solvent 
system is blade casted onto a substrate, and then plunged into a coagulation bath 
consisting of a non-solvent for the polymer. On plunging the casted polymer film in 
the coagulation bath, the solvent and the non-solvent rapidly exchange leading to 
precipitation of the polymer and formation of the phase inverted membrane structure. 
There might be more than one polymer involved in the solution (called dope), and 
additives may be added either to the dope solution or to the coagulation bath.  
If upon plunging of the polymer film into the coagulation bath solvent and 
non-solvent exchange rapidly, a finger-like membrane substructure results. Inversely, 
slow exchange of solvent and non-solvent leads to sponge-like membrane 
substructures as shown in Figure 1.4.11 Hence, the selection of the polymer-solvent-
precipitant system is very important as it dictates the final morphology of the 
membrane substructure fabricated using NIPS process.12 
  15 
 
Figure 1.4. Various NIPS membrane substructures as a function of the rate of solvent 
and non-solvent exchange.11 
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demixing generally shows a highly porous substructure (with ﬁnger-
like macrovoids) and ﬁnely porous, thin skin layers. If the composi-
tion proﬁle does not touch the binodal line (Figure 2b), demixing is
delayed, precipitation is slow, and it takes much longer for the
membrane to form.Membraneswith a relatively dense top layer and
sponge-like substructure are obtained. The structures of these two
types of membrane are shown in Figure 4.
Asymmetric membranes consist of a thin top layer supported by a
porous sublayer that often contain large void spaces, or macrovoids.
Thesemacrovoidsmay exhibit diﬀerentmorphologies (i.e.,ﬁnger-like
or sponge-like) depending on phase inversion kinetics and thermo-
dynamics. See discussion below for more detail about macrovoid
formation and morphology. The presence of macrovoids in mem-
branes has both advantages and disadvantages. Macrovoids could
result in compaction or collapse ofmembranes and therefore limit the
application in high pressure processes such as reverse osmosis.On the
other hand, the macrovoid structure is suitable for ultraﬁltration
processes and can be employed as support layers for composite
membranes.14
Severalmechanismshave beenproposed todescribe the formation
ofmacrovoids.Matz21 and Frommer and Lancet22 suggested that the
interfacial hydrodynamic instability driven by a surface tension
gradient is responsible for the initiation of macrovoids. Strathman
et al. proposed that precipitation rate determines macrovoid
structure.15 Ray et al. proposed that the formation of macrovoids is
associated with the excess intermolecular potential gradients induced
by the steep concentration gradient near the interface.23 The study
from Boom et al.24 and Smolders et al.14 also showed that macrovoid
formation in phase separation occurs from freshly formed nuclei of
the diluted phasewhen the composition in front of the nuclei remains
stable for a relatively long period of time.Diﬀusion of solvent expelled
from the surrounding polymer solution causes macrovoid growth.
Macrovoids are generally formed in systems where instantaneous
demixing takes place, except when the polymer additive concentra-
tion and thenonsolvent concentration in thepolymer solution exceed
a certain minimum value.14,24-26 Therefore, the polymer solution
composition close to the binodal composition favors the formation of
spongy structures.
Cohen et al.16 ﬁrst calculated the diﬀusion path using the ternary
phase diagram,whichwas later improved bymany research groups to
study membrane formation mechanisms.17,18,27,28 According to the
calculated diﬀusion path, instantaneous liquid-liquid demixing can
account for the initiation of macrovoids quite well. It was also found
that the miscibility between the solvent and the coagulant plays an
important role in determining whether the membrane formation
system demixes instantaneously.17 The importance of the miscibility
between the solvent and the coagulant was also noticed by
Termonia29 and Cheng et al.30 For a more complete review of the
formation mechanisms of macrovoids, one can refer to the works of
Smolders et al.14 and Paulsen et al.31
The slower nonsolvent uptake which occurs in vapor-induced
phase separation (VIPS) favors solid-liquid demixing (polymer
crystallization) over liquid-liquid demixing when this process is
used to prepare membranes from a semicrystalline polymer like
poly(vinylidene ﬂuoride) (PVDF).32 Li et al. have shown that
PVDF membrane morphology can be controlled by adjusting
polymer dissolution temperature.33 Two gelling processes are
occurring: crystallization-initiation and noncrystallization-initiation.
Above a critical dissolution temperature, crystallization-initiation
gelation outcompetes noncrystallization-initiation and forms nodu-
lar structures. Below this critical temperature, noncrystallization-
initiation is the dominant gelling process and ﬁbrillar structures are
formed. The competition between the two gelling processes is vital
in determining PVDF membrane morphology.
In summary, factors that aﬀect the rate of liquid-liquid and
solid-liquid demixing or polymer precipitation ultimately deter-
mine the physicalmorphology ofmembranes formed by nonsolvent
induced phase separation. Membranes with these diﬀerent physical
morphologies ﬁnally have diﬀerent separation properties and can be
applied in various types of separation processes.
Figure 4. Diﬀerent membrane morphologies caused of diﬀerent types of demixing.
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1.6 SNIPS Procedure to Fabricate Block Copolymer derived Asymmetric UF 
Membranes 
The process combining block copolymer self-assembly and non-solvent 
induced phase separation (SA + NIPS = SNIPS) to fabricate asymmetric polymer 
membranes was first introduced a decade ago by Peinemann et al.13 They used 
poly(styrene-b-(4-vinyl)pyridine) (SV) to prepare asymmetric membranes that 
consisted of a surface top layer of 200-300 nm thickness with cylindrical pores aligned 
normal to the membrane surface, and a graded porous substructure. The primary 
advantage of membranes prepared using SNIPS technique is the combination of high 
pore densities with narrow pore size distributions leading to superior values of 
permeability and selectivity14, also known as permselectivity, as compared to 
conventional UF membranes, making them highly desirable for applications such as 
ultrafiltration (UF), protein separation and drug-delivery. 
The SNIPS procedure is illustrated in figure 1.5.15 A thin film of block 
copolymer dope solution is casted onto a suitable substrate. This film is allowed to 
evaporate for a defined time period, during which the polymer concentration increases 
at the interface between the film and air leading to a solvent gradient along the film 
normal. This drives the block copolymer self-assembly process at the surface, 
following which the film is plunged into a non-solvent bath. Similar to NIPS, solvent 
and non-solvent exchange leads to precipitation of the polymer. The membranes 
formed using SNIPS technique usually depict an isoporous and ordered, selective skin 
layer of 100-200 nm thickness on top of an asymmetric macroporous sub-structure. 
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Figure 1.5. A schematic depicting the SNIPS procedure to fabricate membranes.15 
 
Since its inception in 2007, the SNIPS technique has been extended to a 
variety of block copolymer systems. This includes diblock copolymers such as 
poly(styrene-b-(2-vinyl)pyridine)16, poly(styrene-b-(4-vinyl)pyridine-N-oxide)17 and 
poly(styrene-b-ethylene oxide).18,19 Furthermore, a number of triblock terpolymer 
systems have also been explored such as poly(isoprene-b-styrene-b-(4-vinyl) pyridine) 
(ISV),20 poly(isoprene-b-styrene-b-N,N-dimethylacrylamide),21 and poly(styrene-b-4-
vinylpyridine-b-propylene sulfide).22 
There have been a number of studies aimed at controlling structure of the 
selective skin layer23,24 as well as the underlying substructure25 of asymmetric 
membranes fabricated using SNIPS process. Furthermore, small organic 
molecules,26,27 and polymers,28 have been added to the polymer dope solution to tune 
membrane properties such as pore size and pore size distribution. Finally, co-assembly 
and non-solvent induced phase separation (CNIPS) has been introduced to either 
prepare polymer organic-inorganic hybrid membranes by addition of either inorganic 
nanoparticles to the polymer dope29, or carbon materials using phenol-formaldehyde 
resols.30 
and inorganic materials. Phase inversion has been used
extensively for decades in the ﬁeld of membrane science, and
publications on the subject have increased exponentially over
the past half-century.12 Typical phase inverted membranes
appear as a disordered polymer network and display graded
porosity that can range from nanometers to micrometers. More
recently, the SNIPS process has combined phase inversion with
BCP self-assembly to unite graded porosity across multiple
length scales with periodic, ordered mesoscopic pores. This
process was ﬁrst demonstrated by Peinemann et al. on the
diblock copolymer system poly(styrene)-block-poly(4-vinyl
pyridine) (SV) in a tetrahydrofuran (THF) and dimethylfor-
mamide (DMF) solvent system.13 Subsequent work on the
SNIPS process has focused on improving membrane
functionality largely through the use of diblock copolymer
systems.14−16 This perspective will focus on the triblock
terpolymer poly(isoprene)-block-poly(styrene)-block-poly(4-
vinyl pyridine) (ISV) in a 1,4-dioxane (DOX) and THF
solvent system, which improves mechanical integrity and
enhances chemical tunability of the system relative to
diblocks.17 A schematic of the SNIPS process used to fabricate
ISV membranes is outlined in Figure 1. After dissolving the ISV
in a mixture of DOX and THF, the casting solution is drawn
across a substrate with a doctor blade. In the second step of the
SNIPS process, the ﬁlm is allowed to evaporate for a speciﬁc
period of time during which a concentration gradient develops
across the thickness of the ﬁlm. During this time, the ISV at the
top surface of the ﬁlm reaches a suﬃciently high concentration
and begins to self-assemble in the presence of solvent, forming
a skinlike layer. Finally, the ﬁlm is plunged into the nonsolvent
water, causing the ISV to precipitate as the casting solvents
exchange with the nonsolvent, both locking in the self-
assembled surface structure and forming a phase inverted
asymmetric substructure.
Numerous parameters can be adjusted within the SNIPS
process, among which are polymer concentration, molecular
weight, organic solvent system, doctor blade height, doctor
blade speed, evaporation time, casting temperature, environ-
mental humidity, and nonsolvent. When these parameters were
optimized for an ISV system composed of a 77 kg/mol
terpolymer, the resulting membranes contained uniform pores
in a top separation layer above an asymmetric support. Figure
2a shows a scanning electron microscope (SEM) image of the
top surface, which illustrates the uniform pore size achieved
through self-assembly. Interestingly, the separation layer pores
are arranged in a 2D square geometry, while the bulk
morphology of the 77 kg/mol ISV used for these membranes
was hexagonal,17 indicating that the SNIPS procedure captures
a nonequilibrium morphology in the ﬁnal structure. The
separation layer is on the order of 100 nm in thickness, as can
be observed in the cross-sectional SEM near the surface of the
ﬁlm in Figure 2b. Directly below the separation layer, the
spongy asymmetric sublayer, formed through the phase
inversion step, can be identiﬁed in both Figures 2b and 2c.
The pores increase in size from the nanometer range starting at
the top surface to the micrometer range at the bottom surface,
with a total membrane thickness of ∼50 μm.
The gradient asymmetric structure across the thickness of the
ﬁlm is one aspect of the hierarchical morphology of these
porous materials. A second aspect can be observed in Figure 2d,
which shows a magniﬁed portion of the walls of larger pores
near the bottom surface of the membrane. The large pore walls
exhibit a mesoscopic porosity, which may be attributed to
terpolymer phase separation within the substructure. Trans-
mission electron microscope (TEM) images of thin sections of
the sublayer also indicate that phase separation occurs within
the sublayer struts (see Supporting Information).
Equilibrium BCP structures frequently require a post-
modiﬁcation step to convey porosity onto the material, for
example, etching. A unique feature of the SNIPS process is the
formation of continuously porous materials in the absence of
such a post-treatment. We speculate that the pores in the top
surface develop because densiﬁcation of the terpolymer at this
interface during evaporation is incomplete, leaving signiﬁcant
amounts of organic solvents. The volume occupied by the
Figure 1. Schematic of SNIPS procedure used to make hierarchically porous membrane ﬁlms. A casting solution containing BCP and organic
solvents is formed into a ﬁlm via doctor blade. The solvents in the ﬁlm are then partially evaporated causing a concentration gradient perpendicular
to the ﬁlm surface. Finally, the ﬁlm is plunged into a nonsolvent bath in which the organic solvents in the ﬁlm exchange rapidly with the nonsolvent
thereby freezing the gradient ﬁlm structure into the solid state of the BCP. Adapted with permission from ref 17. Copyright 2011 American Chemical
Society.
Figure 2. SEM images of SNIPS structure. (a) Top surface showing
uniform, periodic pores ∼20 nm in diameter. (b) Cross-section near
the surface showing ordered pores extending for about 100 nm
vertically into the ﬁlm above a disordered porous network. (c) Cross-
section of the ﬁlm showing the asymmetric porous substructure. (d)
W lls of large pores near bottom surfa e of ﬁlm exhibiting mesoscale
porosity. (a, b) Reprinted with permission from ref 17. Copyright
2011 American Chemical Society.
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In parallel, in order to understand the underlying structure formation 
mechanisms of SNIPS process, techniques such as solution small-angle X-Ray 
scattering (SAXS)31 and in situ grazing incidence small-angle X-Ray scattering 
(GISAXS)32 have been previously applied. 
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1.7 Thesis outline 
Membranes prepared using the SNIPS process have proven to be promising 
candidates for a variety of applications such as ultrafiltration, protein and nutraceutical 
separation, and drug-delivery. This is the result of the ability of these membranes to 
marry high permeability with superior selectivity, but is also based on potentially 
greater control over membrane structure and composition.  
The phenomenon of biofouling commonly occurs during filtration processes 
and leads to undesirable consequences such as pore blockage and formation of a 
biofilm on the membrane surface. This degrades their permselectivity and results in a 
need to frequently clean or replace the membranes. Previous studies have indicated 
that SNIPS membranes in which 4-vinylpyridine chains decorate the pore walls are 
prone to fouling by proteins.33  
Thus, improved systems are highly desirable that incorporate an anti-fouling 
property on the surface of the membranes while retaining the high performance 
capabilities of SNIPS membranes. Poly(ethylene oxide) (PEO) is a promising 
candidate block to reduce membrane fouling due to its hydrophilic nature. Chapter 2 
of this thesis explores an attempt to extend the SNIPS process to a new polymer with 
PEO end block, poly(isoprene-b-styrene-b-ethylene oxide) (ISO). Various membrane 
formation parameters such as solvent system, polymer dope concentration, 
evaporation time, coagulation bath, etc. are explored to optimize ISO SNIPS 
membranes to obtain desired structure and performance. Current results prove this 
attempt to be largely unsuccessful, and further optimization is required before 
competitive pure ISO SNIPS membranes can be fabricated. 
  20 
            To overcome this impediment, as described in Chapter 3 two chemically 
distinct triblock terpolymers, poly(isoprene-b-styrene-b-(4-vinyl) pyridine) (ISV) and 
ISO are subsequently blended in the dope solution in order to fabricate membranes 
using the SNIPS process. The morphology, pH-dependent permeability and protein 
adsorption resistance of the blended membranes are characterized. The merits, 
limitations and opportunities of this “mix and match” blending approach are 
discussed. 
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CHAPTER 2 
Optimization of poly(isoprene-b-styrene-b-ethylene oxide) membranes produced using 
the SNIPS process 
 
2.1 Abstract 
Poly(isoprene-b-styrene-b-ethylene oxide) (ISO) was used to fabricate 
membranes using the block copolymer self-assembly and non-solvent induced phase 
separation (SNIPS) process. Various concentrations of the dope solution in two 
solvent systems, 7:3 DOX/THF and 6:3:1 DMF/THF/DOX (by weight), were 
investigated using solution small-angle X-ray scattering (SAXS). Polymer dope 
solutions for both these solvent systems show ordering into a body-centered cubic 
(BCC) lattice at higher polymer concentrations. Membranes were prepared using the 
above solvent systems and various coagulation baths. Scanning electron microscopy 
(SEM) analysis of these membranes reveals morphologies not conducive to high 
permselectivity. This study reveals challenges in SNIPS formation of a pure ISO-
based asymmetric membrane and the need to explore alternative strategies such as 
blending to overcome this predicament. 
 
Keywords: triblock terpolymer, self-assembly, SNIPS, asymmetric membranes 
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2.2 Introduction 
There is a growing interest in membranes prepared using block copolymer self-
assembly and non-solvent induced phase separation (SNIPS)1 process, due to their 
superior permselectivities compared to commercial ultrafiltration membranes.2 
Peinemann et al. prepared the first SNIPS membrane using a diblock copolymer 
poly(styrene-b-(4-vinyl)pyridine).3 Since its introduction, a variety of diblock 
copolymer and triblock terpolymer systems such as poly(styrene-b-(2-vinyl)pyridine)4 
and poly(isoprene-b-styrene-b-(4-vinyl) pyridine)5 (ISV) have been explored to 
fabricate membranes using the SNIPS process. 
Membranes from block copolymers such as poly(styrene-b-(4-vinyl) pyridine) in 
which (4-vinyl)pyridine (4VP) blocks decorate the pore walls have previously shown 
high protein adsorption behavior.6 This is undesirable due to a higher susceptibility to 
biofouling. Biofouling is an unfavorable phenomenon during membrane usage which 
leads to reduction in pore size, pore blockage and formation of a biofilm on the 
membrane surface.7 Hence, there is a need to couple the high permselectivities of 
SNIPS membranes with favorable antifouling properties of the pore surfaces. The 
hydrophilic nature of poly(ethylene oxide) (PEO) has been widely exploited to reduce 
fouling behavior of membranes. To that end, there have been several attempts to 
fabricate block copolymer SNIPS membranes containing PEO as one of the blocks. 
For example, recently poly(styrene-b-ethylene oxide)8,9 and poly(styrene-b-2-
vinylpyridine-b-ethylene oxide)10 membranes have been fabricated using SNIPS 
process.  
  28 
In this study we explore a new polymer system, poly(isoprene-b-styrene-b-
ethylene oxide) (ISO), for fabrication of SNIPS membranes. Extending the SNIPS 
process to a new polymer system involves an extensive optimization process over a 
multitude of parameters. Several solvent systems, concentrations, evaporation times 
and non-solvents are explored via systematic parameter variations. Although a pure 
ISO derived SNIPS membrane with desired structure and properties still remains a 
challenge, this study provides the motivation for an alternative “mix and match” 
approach described in Chapter 3 to overcome the challenges of working with pure 
ISO. 
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2.3 Experimental Methods 
2.3.1 Polymer Synthesis and Characterization 
The triblock terpolymer poly(isoprene-b-styrene-b-ethyleneoxide) (ISO) used in 
this study was prepared using sequential anionic polymerization technique as 
described in Chapter 1. The molar masses (Mn) and volume fractions of polymer 
blocks (ƒ) of the synthesized ISO was determined using a combination of gel 
permeation chromatography (GPC) and 1H NMR. A summary of the ISO triblock 
terpolymer characterization results is shown in Table 2.1. 
Table 2.1. Number average molar mass (Mn), volume fraction (ƒ), and polydispersity 
index (PDI) of the ISO used in this study. 
 
Polymer Mn (kg/mol) ƒPI ƒPS ƒ PDI 
ISO 154 0.24 0.67 0.09 1.07 
 
 
2.3.2 Small-angle X-Ray scattering (SAXS)  
The block copolymer solutions for SAXS analysis were prepared by dissolving 
the ISO at various concentrations in different solvent systems involving solvents such 
as 1,4-dioxane (DOX), tetrahydrofuran (THF) and dimethylformamide (DMF). 
Solvent systems were prepared by mixing solvents in ratios such as 7:3 DOX/THF and 
6:3:1 DMF/THF/DOX (by weight), prior to adding ISO. Polymer solutions were 
injected into 1mm capillaries using a syringe. The capillaries were sealed using epoxy 
glue before SAXS experiments were performed. 
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SAXS measurements were performed on the G1 beamline at the Cornell High 
Energy Synchrotron Source (CHESS). If 𝜃 is one-half value of the scattering angle, 
the scattering vector, q, is described using the following equation: 
𝑞 =  ! !!  𝑠𝑖𝑛𝜃                                                              (2.2.2) 
 
2.3.3 Membrane Fabrication and Characterization 
The ISO membranes were fabricated using the SNIPS process. 18% of ISO 
dissolved in the appropriate solvent system, 7:3 DOX/THF or 6:3:1 DMF/THF/DOX 
(by weight) was used as the polymer dope. A thin film with thickness between 203 µm 
and 229 µm of the dope solution was casted onto a glass substrate using an automated 
blade-casting machine. The solvents were evaporated for a set period of time to drive 
the block copolymer self-assembly process. Finally, the film was precipitated in the 
appropriate coagulation bath such as deionized water for 7:3 DOX/THF solvent and 
cold diethylether (DEE) and hexanes in case of 6:3:1 DMF/THF/DOX solvent. The 
lower than room temperature conditions (1 °C to 4 °C) of DEE were maintained by 
cooling using an ice-bath. 
Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM) micrographs were obtained using a 
Tescan Mira3 field emission scanning electron microscope (FE-SEM) at an 
acceleration voltage of 5 kV and a working distance of 3-5 mm. The membrane 
samples were dried and sputter coated with gold-palladium using a Denton Vacuum 
Desk II for 8 seconds prior to imaging. 
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2.4 Results and Discussion 
2.4.1 Small-angle X-Ray scattering (SAXS) analysis 
The SAXS curves obtained for the ISO dope solutions at different 
concentrations in two different solvent systems, 7:3 DOX/THF or 6:3:1 
DMF/THF/DOX, are shown in Figure 2.1. The dashed markings correspond to 
expected peak positions for a BCC lattice with lattice constants of 48.2 nm for (a) and 
48.8 nm for (b). 
 
 
Figure 2.1. Small-angle X-Ray scattering curves for ISO at varying polymer 
concentrations in (a) 7:3 wt% DOX/THF and (b) 6:3:1 wt% DMF/THF/DOX. 
 
In both solvent systems the ISO evolved from a disordered structure at low 
polymer concentrations to an ordered structure consistent with a BCC lattice at higher 
concentrations, i.e. 25% in 7:3 wt% DOX/THF and 21% in 6:3:1 wt% 
DMF/THF/DOX.  
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Previous studies have suggested that membranes cast using SNIPS from 
solutions that have concentrations slightly below the on-set of ordering in SAXS 
patterns lead to block copolymer membranes with well defined surface structures.11 In 
the current work, ISO dissolved in both the above solvent systems show order in 
solution SAXS suggesting that well-ordered asymmetric membranes using SNIPS 
might be accessible. 
2.4.2 Membrane Characterization 
The ISO membranes were prepared using the SNIPS process by plunging the above-
mentioned thin films using the two solvent systems in various non-solvents. Deionized 
water was used as a coagulation bath for 7:3 DOX/THF solvent, and cold diethylether 
(DEE) and hexanes were used in case of 6:3:1 DMF/THF/DOX solvent. The 
evaporation times prior to plunging in non-solvent for the above-mentioned systems 
were 80 seconds, 80 seconds and 160 seconds, respectively. The SEM images of the 
top and bottom surfaces as well as the cross-section of the various membranes 
obtained are depicted in Figure 2.2. 
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Figure 2.2. SEM micrographs of ISO membranes. Top surfaces (first column), bottom 
surfaces (second column), and cross-sectional images (third column) of membranes 
fabricated using (a-c) 18% ISO in 7:3 DOX/THF solvent and deionized water as non-
solvent, (d-e) 18% ISO 6:3:1 DMF/THF/DOX solvent and cold DEE as non-solvent, 
and (g-f) 18% ISO 6:3:1 DMF/THF/DOX solvent and hexanes as non-solvent. Since 
the system in cold DEE non-solvent was not consistently reproducible, (d-e) are 
representative images of samples in majority of the trials. 
 
For 18% ISO in 7:3 DOX/THF solvent and deionized water as non-solvent, as 
shown in figure 2.2 (a) it is observed that the pores on the top surface appear closed 
and the surface appears disordered, in (b) the bottom surface appears to lack porosity, 
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and the cross-section in (c) depicts a dense spongy substructure of the membrane. 
Such membrane morphology is likely to depict poor permselectivity. Furthermore, 
large area samples made using this system consistently showed macroscopic defects 
(see Appendix Figure A.1 (a)).  
In the case of 18% ISO 6:3:1 DMF/THF/DOX solvent and cold DEE as non-
solvent, as shown in figure 2.2 (d) the top surface of the membrane shows the presence 
of large macroscopic defects alongside isoporous circular pores. Once again, such a 
membrane is likely to exhibit inferior permselectivity. Several efforts to minimize 
these macroscopic defects were rendered unsuccessful, likely due to the limited 
control over moisture absorption into the cold DEE coagulation bath. 
The third system of 18% ISO 6:3:1 DMF/THF/DOX solvent and hexanes as 
non-solvent, as shown in figure 2.2 (g), depicts the presence of relatively isoporous 
pores despite an absence of pore ordering. Figure 2.2 (h) and (i) show the limited 
presence of pores and a dense spongy substructure, respectively. Large, translucent 
defect-free membrane samples could be prepared using this system as shown in 
Appendix Figure A.1 (b). Permeability tests were performed using these membranes, 
and very low values of normalized flux values (~50 LMH/bar) were obtained. 
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2.5 Conclusion 
The SNIPS process requires control over a variety of parameters such as solvent 
system, concentration, non-solvent, evaporation time, substrate, etc. in order to 
fabricate membranes that portray the desired structure and properties. Some of these 
parameters were explored for optimization of ISO SNIPS membranes, which proved 
to be largely unsuccessful. This study suggests the need to use other methods such as 
blending multiple block copolymers in the dope solution in order to fabricate SNIPS 
membranes containing PEO functionality. 
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2.6 Appendix A 
 
Figure A.1. Photographs of membranes prepared using (a) 18% ISO in 7:3 DOX/THF 
solvent and deionized water as non-solvent and (b) 18% ISO 6:3:1 DMF/THF/DOX 
solvent and hexanes. 
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CHAPTER 3 
pH-responsive asymmetric membranes with anti-fouling properties derived from two 
chemically discrete triblock terpolymers blended during the SNIPS process 
 
3.1 Abstract 
Two chemically distinct triblock terpolymers, poly(isoprene-b-styrene-b-(4-vinyl) 
pyridine) (ISV) and poly(isoprene-b-styrene-b-ethylene oxide) (ISO), were blended in 
the dope solution in order to fabricate asymmetric membranes using block copolymer 
self-assembly and non-solvent induced phase separation (SNIPS) process. The ratios 
of ISV and ISO in the blended solutions were varied by weight. Both the pure ISV and 
the blended membranes exhibit a mesoporous skin layer atop a macroporous 
substructure. The asymmetric membranes from 9:1 and 7:3 ISV:ISO blends retained 
their pH-responsive permeability behavior characteristic for pure ISV membranes. 
Additionally, about a three-fold decrease in protein adsorption was observed in 5:5 
blended membranes compared to pure ISV. Thus, the blended membranes exhibit 
properties characteristic of the chemistries present in both the parent block copolymers 
allowing two functionalities to be incorporated into a single membrane through the 
simple “mixing and matching” approach during the standard membrane fabrication 
process. Furthermore, the relative ratios of the parent block copolymers in the blend 
enable the tuning of properties of the resultant membranes. This study corroborates the 
ability and ease of the SNIPS process combined with the facile “mix and match” 
approach to access and tailor unique chemical functionalities in a single membrane 
opening doors to previously challenging applications. 
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3.2 Introduction 
First introduced by Pienemann et al.1 a decade ago, membranes prepared using 
block copolymer self-assembly and non-solvent induced phase separation (SNIPS)2 
process have become increasingly desirable candidates for water purification and 
protein separation applications. These integral-asymmetric membranes, which exhibit 
an ordered isoporous top surface and a macroporous underlying substructure, are able 
to deliver higher permeabilities and superior selectivities when compared to traditional 
ultrafiltration membranes.3 Moreover, the facile SNIPS technique offers a high degree 
of control over both the mesoporous skin layer and the underlying graded substructure. 
For example, the pore size of the selective top layer of SNIPS membranes have been 
tailored by changing the block copolymer molar mass,4,5 using organic additives,6 or 
forming binary blends from the same block copolymer varying in composition.7 In 
another study, the cross-sectional morphology of membranes was tuned by varying 
parameters such as polymer solution concentration, evaporation time, and temperature 
of the non-solvent bath.8 The most extensively studied system is that of the diblock 
copolymer poly(styrene-b-(4-vinyl)pyridine).9-13 However, some other diblock 
copolymer systems such as poly(styrene-b-(2-vinyl)pyridine)14 and poly(styrene-b-(4-
vinyl)pyridine-N-oxide)15 have been previously explored. The SNIPS process has also 
been extended to a variety of triblock terpolymer systems such as poly(isoprene-b-
styrene-b-(4-vinyl) pyridine) (ISV),16 poly(isoprene-b-styrene-b-N,N-
dimethylacrylamide),17 and poly(styrene-b-4-vinylpyridine-b-propylene sulfide).18  
A major problem encountered in filtration processes is membrane fouling. 
Previous studies have suggested a high tendency of protein adsorption onto the surface 
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of SV membranes which have 4-vinylpyridine chains decorating the pore walls.19 The 
resulting biofouling may lead to a variety of undesirable consequences such as 
reduction in surface porosity and effective pore size from pore blockage and formation 
of a biofilm on the surface.20 These could translate into poor permselectivity and the 
need to frequently clean or replace membranes greatly limiting their use for protein 
separation and biopharmaceutical applications. Thus, there is a pressing need to design 
systems that incorporate an anti-fouling property while retaining the high performance 
capabilities of SNIPS membranes. 
Poly(ethylene oxide) (PEO) has been widely used to reduce the fouling behavior 
of membranes which is attributed to the hydrophilic nature of PEO. Moreover, the 
water solubility and inherent biocompatibility of PEO makes it highly attractive for 
biomedical applications. Various strategies such as grafting21,22 and incorporation as 
additives23,24 have been used to introduce PEO into membranes. Additionally, there 
have been recent efforts to fabricate SNIPS membranes with block copolymers 
containing a PEO block such as in poly(styrene-b-ethylene oxide).25,26 Another work 
used an ABC triblock terpolymer system, poly(styrene-b-2-vinylpyridine-b-ethylene 
oxide), to fabricate pH-responsive self-assembled asymmetric membranes that showed 
improved hydrophilicity.27 
The extension of the SNIPS process to newly synthesized block copolymers is 
a challenging process as it involves optimizing a multitude of parameters to determine 
preparation conditions for the membranes. Therefore, it has been a challenging task to 
prepare poly(isoprene-b-styrene-b-ethylene oxide) (ISO) antifouling membranes using 
traditional SNIPS process that display an ordered isoporous top structure and exhibit 
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excellent membrane performance. One way to mitigate this problem is to employ a 
facile “mix and match” blending approach to circumvent the requirement of a 
standalone ISO membrane, while introducing the desired antifouling behavior of PEO. 
To that end, in a recent study two chemically distinct triblock terpolymer systems, 
namely ISV and poly(isoprene-b-styrene-b-(dimethylamino) ethyl methacrylate) 
(ISA), were blended in the casting solution to tailor the pH-responsive permeabilities 
of the resultant membranes.28 This proved to be a promising way to introduce and 
modify distinct chemical functionalities in a single membrane.  
In this study, we demonstrate the ability to blend ISV and ISO during the 
membrane fabrication process to prepare blended membranes with pH-responsiveness 
and tunable protein adsorption behavior. This blending approach applied during the 
SNIPS process proves to be an effective tool to access unique chemical functionalities 
to fabricate highly engineered membranes. 
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3.3 Experimental Methods 
3.3.1 Polymer Synthesis and Characterization 
The triblock terpolymers poly(isoprene-b-styrene-b-(4-vinyl)pyridine) (ISV) and 
poly(isoprene-b-styrene-b-ethyleneoxide) (ISO) used in this study were prepared using 
sequential anionic polymerization technique as described previously.16,29 The 
synthesized ISV and ISO have similar molar mass (Mn) and volume fractions of 
polymer blocks (ƒ), which were determined using a combination of gel permeation 
chromatography (GPC) and 1H NMR. A summary of triblock terpolymer 
characterization results is shown for both terpolymers in Table 3.1. 
 
Table 3.1. Number average molar mass (Mn), volume fraction (ƒ), and polydispersity 
index (PDI) of the triblock terpolymers used in this study. 
 
Terpolymer Mn (kg/mol) ƒPI ƒPS ƒ PDI 
ISV 164 0.25 0.65 0.10 1.17 
ISO 154 0.24 0.67 0.09 1.07 
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Figure 3.1. The chemical structures of ISV and ISO and a schematic depicting the 
procedure used for blending ISV and ISO triblock terpolymers to form a blended 
membrane. Individual casting solutions of ISV and ISO were prepared in a solvent 
system of DOX/THF/MeCN (~67/28/5 wt%) and stirred overnight. The solutions were 
then mixed together for 10 minutes to form the blended casting solutions. Solutions 
were then casted into a polymer film by using a doctor blade set at a predetermined 
gate height. The solvents were then allowed to partially evaporate for 120 seconds, 
driving the block copolymer self-assembly process. Finally, this film was plunged into 
a coagulation bath to obtain the blended SNIPS membranes.  
 
3.3.2 Membrane Fabrication and Characterization 
Integral asymmetric mesporous membranes were fabricated by blending two 
triblock terpolymers during the SNIPS process as described previously.28 A schematic 
depicting the blending process employed is shown in Figure 3.1.  
A ternary solvent mixture of 1,4-dioxane (DOX), tetrahydrofuran (THF), and 
acetonitrile (MeCN) was used as the solvent system for both ISV and ISO triblock 
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terpolymers. The casting solutions were prepared by separately dissolving 11% ISV 
and 18% ISO in a solvent system consisting of DOX/THF/MeCN (~67/28/5 wt%) at 
300 rpm overnight. The individual casting solutions were then mixed and stirred 
together at 300 rpm for 10 minutes to form blended casting solutions with ISV + ISO 
weight ratios of 9:1, 7:3, and 5:5. A pure ISV membrane was prepared as a reference 
for comparison. 
 The dope solution was pipetted onto a glass substrate and a thin film was 
casted using an automated blade-casting machine permitting substrate motion with the 
gate height set between 203 µm and 229 µm. The solvent was allowed to partially 
evaporate from the thin film for 120 seconds before precipitating it into a coagulation 
bath of 18.2 MΩ deionized water. The solvent evaporation step is critical to drive the 
self-assembly of the triblock terpolymers and is responsible for the thin selective 
mesoporous skin layer atop the macroporous substructure of the resultant asymmetric 
membrane. The final membranes were separated from the glass substrate and stored in 
deionized water until tested. 
 Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) micrographs were obtained using a 
Tescan Mira3 field emission scanning electron microscope (FE-SEM) at an 
acceleration voltage of 5 kV and a working distance of 3-5 mm. The membrane 
samples were dried and sputter coated with gold-palladium using a Denton Vacuum 
Desk II for 8 seconds prior to imaging. 
 The micrographs obtained were analyzed using Mathematica and Image J 
softwares to determine pore size, pore density and porosity of the membrane top 
surfaces. The average values were calculated from analysis of two SEM images for 
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each sample. 
 
3.3.3 Membrane Performance Tests 
pH-responsive Permeability Tests 
Membranes with an active area of 4.1 cm2 were punched out and pH-responsive 
permeability tests were performed using a dead-end stirred cell (Amicon 8010, 
Millipore, Co.) connected to a nitrogen gas source. To prevent damage of the 
membrane from the stirred cell, the membranes were placed on a 0.2 µm nylon 
support (Sterlitech) during testing. pH buffers of sodium acetate and acetic acid were 
used for pH values in the range of 3-6, while pH buffers of imidazole and hydrochloric 
acid were used for the 7-8 pH range. The pH values of the buffer solutions were 
measured with a pH probe prior to permeability tests. Three measurements were 
conducted for each sample at varying trans membrane pressures of 1, 2, and 3 psi and 
the average values were reported. 
 
Protein Adsorption Tests 
Membranes with an area of about 2.01 cm2 were used to determine protein 
adsorption. Solutions with a concentration of 1 g/L of bovine serum albumin (BSA) 
and γ-globulin (IgG) in a phosphate buffered saline (PBS) solution (pH ~7.5) were 
separately prepared. The membranes were soaked in 3 mL of the protein solution 
(soak solution) and continuously shaken for 24 hours to allow protein adsorption. 
Membranes were then immersed in a PBS solution containing no protein (wash 
solution) and shaken for 10 minutes to remove reversibly attached protein. The 
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concentration of these two solutions was determined using a Bradford Assay,30 by 
observing the absorbance at a wavelength of 595 nm with UV-visible spectroscopy 
and comparing the values to a standard calibration. The protein adsorbed onto the 
membrane was determined as follows: 
                                Adsorbed Protein =  !!! !!!!!!                                   (3.3.1) 𝑚! is the mass of protein in soak solution prior to the test, 𝑚! is the mass of protein in 
soak solution after the test, 𝑚! is the mass of reversibly attached protein in wash 
solution, and A is the membrane area. For each protein, three repeats were performed 
per sample and the average value was reported in µg/cm2. 
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3.4 Results and Discussion 
3.4.1 Membrane Characterization 
 
The top surface, bottom surface, and cross-section of the parent ISV and blended 
ISV:ISO membranes are shown in the first, second, and third rows of Figure 3.2. A 
magnified view of a selected region on the bottom surface is shown in the inset of the 
second row. The SEM micrographs of pure ISV, 9:1 blend, and 7:3 blend membranes 
depict relatively ordered pores on the top structure in a 2D square lattice pore 
arrangement, as confirmed by two-dimensional fast Fourier Transform (FFT) analysis 
(see Figure B.2). The top surface SEM images (Figure 3.2 first row) depict increasing 
disorder with the growing amount of ISO added into the blend. This observation is 
consistent with the fact that the pure ISO membrane does not portray an ordered top 
surface under similar conditions used in this study (see Figure B.3). Except for the 
membrane fabricated from the 5:5 blend, all the membranes used in this study have 
relatively open bottom surfaces (Figure 3.2 second row and inset) and finger-like 
cross-sections (Figure 3.2 third row). 
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Figure 3.2. SEM micrographs of pure and blended SNIPS membranes. Top surfaces 
(first row), bottom surfaces and higher magnification images of selected regions 
(second row and insets, respectively), and cross-sectional images (third row) of 
asymmetric membranes fabricated using (a,e,i) ISV, (b,f,j) 9:1 ISV:ISO Blend, (c,g,k) 
7:3 ISV:ISO Blend, and (d,h,l) 5:5 ISV:ISO Blend. Each polymer solution (11% ISV 
and 18% ISO) was prepared in a solvent system of DOX/THF/MeCN (~67/28/5 wt%). 
For the blended membrane preparation, solutions of individual polymer components 
were mixed for 10 minutes at 300 rpm before casting. The polymer films were 
evaporated for 120 seconds prior to plunging in the coagulation bath. The scale bars 
for inset images in the second row are 2 µm. 
 
The top surface SEM images of the membranes were analyzed using Mathematica and 
Image J software to determine the average values of pore size, pore density, and 
porosity with results listed in Table 3.2. All the membranes analyzed show nearly 
similar values of pore size and the same order of magnitude for pore density. No clear 
trend in surface porosity was observed from this analysis. 
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Table 3.2. Average values for pore size, pore density, and porosity of top surfaces of 
pure and blended membranes. Pore size and pore density were calculated using 
Mathematica and surface porosity was calculated using Image J. 
 
System Average Pore Size 
(nm) 
Average Pore Density 
(pores m-2) 
Average Porosity 
(%) 
ISV 21.0 ± 0.1 5.1 × 1014 18 
9:1 Blend 19.1 ± 0.8 7.3 × 1014 10 
7:3 Blend 21.6 ± 0.4 7.4 × 1014 15 
5:5 Blend 23.8 ± 0.1 2.5 × 1014 8 
 
3.4.2 Membrane Performance Testing 
The hydraulic permeability was tested of pure and blended membranes as a 
function of the feed solution’s pH. A pressurized dead-end stirred cell was used with 
10 mL of buffer feed solutions at varying pH values (Experimental section). For each 
data point, three values at pressure drops of 1, 2, and 3 psi were measured. The 
average values of permeability as a function of varying pH are reported in Figure 3.3. 
 In this work, the permeability of ~1800 LMH/bar at pH values of 5 and above 
for pure ISV is consistent with results for other ISV terpolymers studied before and is 
due to the collapsed structure of P4VP brushes lining the membrane pores.16,28 At pH 
values lower than the pKa of P4VP (4.6), the hydraulic permeability drastically drops. 
This is due to the protonation of P4VP brushes, which extend outward towards the 
center of the pore thereby reducing the effective pore size.16,31,32 The flow of feed 
solution through the membrane pores is thus restricted and leads to a reduced average 
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permeability. For the 9:1 and 7:3 ISV:ISO blended membranes, this membrane pH-
responsiveness is preserved. The pH-responsive flux measurements were reproduced 
for an independent set of pure and blended membranes (see Figure B.4). Results 
suggest that in the blends the ISV blocks remain at the pore surface thereby continuing 
to enable pH dependent responsiveness. Furthermore, the reduction in membrane 
permeability with decreasing feed pH, irrespective of blend composition, suggests that 
there are no major defects in these membranes. 
 As the ratio of ISO in the blend increases, an overall decrease in the 
permeability is observed. From the image analysis of the membrane top surface (Table 
3.2), no clear trend in the top surface pore size or pore density as a function of varying 
blend ratio was observed. Hence, membrane top surfaces structure is not a good 
measure to rationalize the trend seen in the permeability profiles. This implies that the 
decrease in permeability is likely due to composition dependent structure variations in 
membrane substructure.  
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Figure 3.3. Average permeability of pure ISV and blended (9:1, 7:3, 5:5) ISV:ISO 
membranes as a function of varying pH values of feed solution. Indicated errors are 
standard deviations from three replicate measurements performed at 1, 2, and 3 psi 
transmembrane pressure drop.  
 
3.4.3 Protein Adsorption Resistance Testing  
 
The susceptibility of membranes that have P4VP lining the pore walls to protein 
fouling has been studied before.19 Several studies aimed to reduce the protein 
adsorption of block copolymer membranes by leveraging the anti-fouling behavior of 
PEO due to its hydrophilicity.15-27 In this study, the successful incorporation of the 
triblock terpolymer, ISO, blended into SNIPS membranes is tested through its 
characteristic property of reducing protein adsorption. 
 To measure the resistance to protein adsorption of pure and blended 
membranes, 3 mL of a 1 g/L solution containing one of two model proteins, bovine 
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serum albumin (BSA) and γ-globulin (IgG), were used to foul the membranes. For 
each membrane sample, three repeats were performed and the average value is 
reported in µg/cm2. As seen in Figure 3.4. for both BSA and IgG, the amount of 
protein adsorbed decreased as the amount of ISO increased. Specifically, in the case of 
both proteins, about a threefold decrease in protein adsorption was observed between 
pure ISV and the 5:5 ISV:ISO blend. This can be rationalized by the addition of the 
hydrophilic PEO block in the blended membrane.20,21 As more ISO is added, the 
hydrophilic character of the membrane surface increases and makes the membrane 
more resistant to protein adsorption. Through simple compositional control of the 
polymer dope used to fabricate these blended membranes, while maintaining pH 
responsiveness we are able to simultaneously demonstrate the ability to tune 
adsorption properties of the membranes pore surfaces. Thus, this facile blending 
approach combined with the SNIPS process is a powerful tool to introduce unique 
chemical functionalities of UF membranes. 
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Figure 3.4. Comparison of BSA (bovine serum albumin) and IgG (γ-globulin) model 
proteins adsorbed on pure and blended membranes. 
 
In this article, we applied the SNIPS process to two chemically distinct triblock 
terpolymers, ISV and ISO, in order to incorporate them into a single membrane. The 
fabricated blended asymmetric membranes exhibit unique chemical functionalities in 
the form of pH-responsiveness and anti-fouling characteristics intrinsic to their parent 
hydrophilic terpolymer blocks. Furthermore, the weight ratio of parent ISV and ISO in 
the blended polymer dope tailored the final properties of the resultant membranes. 
Therefore, this simple blending approach to the SNIPS process proves to be a 
promising way to “mix and match” chemical surface properties within the final 
membrane pores.  
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3.5 Conclusion 
 This study provided insights into the potentials and limitations of the blending 
approach. For example, the challenge of producing standalone ISO membranes with 
competitive final properties could be overcome through simple mixing of ISO into a 
terpolymer blend. The work further demonstrated that different concentrations of the 
parent block copolymers resulted in functional blended membranes. However, while 
the 5:5 ISV:ISO blend showed superior resistance to protein adsorption, it showed 
limited pH-responsive behavior and a relatively low overall permeability level. 
 The ability to fabricate asymmetric block copolymer membranes using SNIPS 
that exhibit ordered top surface pores, open substructures, high values of 
permselectivity and stimuli-responsive behavior has provided new directions for the 
search of advanced UF membranes. The ability of adding anti-fouling characteristics 
to these aforementioned properties through a facile “mix and match” approach 
improves the suitability of this approach for various applications including protein 
separation important e.g. for the biopharmaceuticals industry. In a wider context, the 
work poses interesting scientific questions regarding the mechanism, control, 
capabilities, and constraints of the SNIPS process utilizing the block copolymer 
“mixing and matching” approach. By gaining insights into these fundamental aspects, 
we might be able to further expand the property profile of this interesting class of 
porous materials. 
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3.6 Appendix B 
3.6.1 Membrane top surface analyses 
 
For all SNIPS membranes investigated, top surface SEM images were utilized 
for pore size distribution and FFT analyses.  
 The pore size distribution was calculated using Image J software and a log-
normal fit of the histograms were obtained using MATLAB. The histograms for the 
pore size distribution of the individual blended membranes and the corresponding log-
normal fit curves are shown in Figure B.1 (a-d). A comparative analysis of all the log-
normal fits obtained for the various blends is represented in Figure B.1 (e). As the 
amount of ISO in the blends increases, a corresponding wider spread of the pore size 
is observed. 
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Figure B.1. Pore size distributions of parent (ISV) and blended membrane top surface 
layers (as indicated) obtained from SEM image analysis. The top surface SEM images 
were analyzed by Image J to calculate pore size distributions that were subsequently 
fit using a log-normal distribution. 
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The top surface SEM images of the membranes analyzed using Image J were 
also used to calculate two-dimensional Fast Fourier transforms (FFTs). Similar to the 
pure ISV membrane, FFTs of the 9:1 and 7:3 blended membranes were consistent with 
a 2D square lattice pore arrangement (see ticks in Figure B.2). Resulting pore-to-pore 
distances (d) for the membranes are indicated in the figure. 
  
 
Figure B.2. The radially integrated FFT analysis of SEM images of the top surfaces of 
parent (ISV) and blended membranes investigated in this study, indexed with a 2D 
square lattice (see ticks) and corresponding pore-to-pore distances, d. 
 
3.6.2 SEM micrographs of pure ISO membrane 
 
SEM images of a pure SNIPS derived ISO membrane is shown in Figure B.3. The top 
surface SEM image suggests a lack of pore order. As shown in Figure 3.2 of the main 
text, an increase in the amount of ISO added to the blend led to more disorder in the 
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top surfaces as revealed by SEM imaging. This result is consistent with the disordered 
top surface observed here for the pure ISO membrane. 
 
 
Figure B.3. SEM images of a pure ISO derived SNIPS membrane. (a) Top surface, (b) 
bottom, and (c) cross-section of a membrane derived from 18% ISO dissolved in a 
solvent system of DOX/THF/MeCN (~67/28/5 wt%) and evaporated for 80 sec prior 
to plunging into a DI water coagulation bath. The scale bar for the image in the inset 
in (b), which is a magnified view of a selected region of the bottom surface, is 2 µm. 
 
3.6.3 Membrane Performance Testing 
 
A separate set of parent ISV and blended membranes (9:1, 7:3, and 5:5 blends of 
ISV:ISO) were analyzed in terms of pH-dependent flux properties. For each feed 
solution, three replicate measurements were performed at 1, 2, and 3 psi trans-
membrane pressure and an average value of permeability was calculated as shown in 
Figure B.4. The analysis yielded consistent results with the first set of membranes 
shown in Figure 3.3 of the main text. 
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Figure B.4. pH-dependent permeability testing performed on a second set of parent 
ISV and blended ISV:ISO SNIPS derived membranes. Three replicate tests at 1, 2, and 
3 psi pressure drops were performed for every feed buffer solution. Error bars indicate 
standard deviations obtained from these replicate measurements. 
 
3.6.4 Contact Angle Testing 
 
To determine the hydrophilicity of the membranes, water contact angle testing 
was performed using the sessile drop technique. A ramé-hart Model 500 Advanced 
Goniometer equipped with DROPimage Advanced software was employed for the 
analyses. Measurements were performed at randomly selected regions of the 
membrane samples with 10 µL deionised water droplets. For each sample, an average 
of three such readings at time t=0 was determined and reported in Figure B.5. No clear 
trend in the static contact angles was observed as a function of composition of the 
membranes. 
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Figure B.5. Contact angle measurements performed on the parent (ISV) and ISV:ISO 
blended membranes. A 10 µL water droplet was used for each measurement and an 
average of the values measured at three randomly selected portions of the sample was 
reported. 
 
 A schematic depicting the top surface composition of the membranes is shown 
in Figure B.6. The majority of the membrane top surface is expected to be made up of 
either the hydrophobic matrix of poly(isoprene) and poly(styrene) or of the pore void. 
Only a very small portion of the top surface is expected be covered by the poly(4-
vinyl-pyridine) or poly(ethylene oxide) blocks to form the pore walls depicted in the 
schematic as blue. Therefore, the influence of the hydrophilicity of this pore wall on 
the contact angle is expected to be small relative to everything else. This may explain 
why contact angle measurements were so insensitive to the change in the pore wall 
composition. In contrast, protein adsorption tests described in the main text (see 
Figure 3.4) were quite sensitive to the changing hydrophilicity of the pore walls as a 
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function of blend composition. 
 
 
Figure B.6. A schematic representing the top surface of a SNIPS derived membrane. 
The pore walls made up of the hydrophilic component of the block copolymers have a 
much lower surface area as compared to the combined area of the hydrophobic matrix 
made of poly(isoprene) and poly(styrene) and the pore void. 
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CHAPTER 4 
OUTLOOK 
 
Block copolymer membranes prepared using SNIPS process hold tremendous 
promise for use in ultrafiltration, protein separation and biopharmaceutical 
applications. In recent years, a lot of work has been performed to expand the library of 
block copolymers submitted to SNIPS, including triblock terpolymers like 
poly(isoprene-b-styrene-b-N,N-dimethylacrylamide)1 and poly(styrene-b-4-
vinylpyridine-b-propylene sulfide).2  Furthermore, extensive work is being carried out 
to determine the underlying mechanisms involved in SNIPS to deduce concrete 
formulation-structure-property relationships. For example, one study used solution 
small-angle X-ray scattering (SAXS) to quickly screen solutions suitable for desired 
final membrane structure.3 Another study aimed at reducing time required to get 
optimized systems for SNIPS membranes using segregation strength trend lines.4 
However, extending SNIPS process to a new library of block copolymers still 
involves tedious optimization steps using trial and error, often requiring control over 
as many as 20 parameters. In this thesis, we successfully demonstrated the use of a 
powerful “mix and match” technique to overcome this problem. In principle, we can 
mix a desired chemical functionality into the membrane pore surface without the need 
to use complex post-functionalization methods previously employed.5 
Much work still needs to be done before we can fully unveil the potential of 
this blending approach. For example, there are several pending questions regarding the 
kinetics and mechanisms of the blending process. Studies exploring the mixing 
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behavior of the polymer micelles as a function of mixing time (as depicted in Figure 
4.1) might provide useful insights. There is a possibility to explore a threshold time 
required for mixing that might directly impact the final distribution of chemical groups 
within the membranes. 
 
 
Figure 4.1. A schematic depicting a temporal study of the blending mechanism in the 
dope solution prior to SNIPS membrane fabrication. 
 
Furthermore, this method might be extended to mixing in more than two 
functionalities at a time in the polymer dope solution (as shown in Figure 4.2). By 
mixing in multiple functionalities in defined ratios, we might be able to provide more 
ways to control the final membrane surface properties. It would also be interesting to 
explore properties of block copolymers of different number of blocks blended 
together. For example, a diblock copolymer and a triblock terpolymer with the same or 
different chemical functionality might be blended in dope solution prior to SNIPS. 
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Figure 4.2. A schematic depicting blending of three distinct block copolymers in the 
dope solution prior to SNIPS membrane fabrication. 
 
The blending approach to the SNIPS process provides yet another rich 
platform for exploring interesting properties of these membranes, the mechanism of 
their formation, and promising industrial applications. The versatility of SNIPS 
process and the potential of the blending approach bring us another step closer to 
making designer cutting-edge membranes for targeted applications. 
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